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Abstract. The ThirdPlaceLearning (TPL) frame and its sub-frames, constructed by Cognitive Linguistics methods, is a visual representation of the interconnected concepts. A list of defined terms and their underlying concepts were developed to create this frame – a representation of connections and associations within this frame. The concepts were then clustered within mental constructs, named categories, and used to clarify the structure of the TPL theory. The TPL frame and its sub-frames represent an associative network of concepts and terms belonging to different categories. It is a visualization of the TPL theory that comprises a set of dialogically negotiated mental/conceptual constructs.
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1 Research Overview

The ThirdPlaceLearning (TPL) theory [18] of InterCulturalCommunication (ICC) describes the liminal phase between the interlocutors' perspectives. In contrast with other cross-cultural or trans-cultural theories of ICC, TPL views ICC interaction from a “third” vantage point. In other words, TPL uses a vantage point different to either interlocutor. This is achieved through developing an understanding of each other’s perspective and thus a better understanding of each interlocutor's own perspective, through Perspective Sharing and Perspective Taking (PSPT). This latter process is facilitated by a set of processes and conditions, we call the TPL relational criteria, [1], [2], [3], [18] as depicted in Figure 1. In this paper we describe how Cognitive Linguistics (CL) methods [9], [14], [7] were applied to analyze the TPL concepts and terminology.

Epistemological negotiation of “ways of knowing” among the authors was required to connect education, intercultural communication, philosophy, psychology, terminology, linguistics and cognitive science with various theories of knowledge, because of the interdisciplinary character of the TPL theory. To achieve deeper understanding of TPL theory, the authors collaboratively explored a glossary of terms and conceptual models (frames) that represent associations among the TPL concepts.

The focus of our terminology research of the TPL theory has moved from the prescriptive and descriptive approaches [22], [19] to the cognitive aspects of terminol-
ogy. These aspects include the study of mental mechanisms of an individual interacting with the world that are reflected in his/her language [5],[15],[17],[21].

The application of CL to the terminology research illustrates the value of modeling mental processes. This cognitive modeling primarily assigns a structure to language units in a corresponding terminology and explains the behavior of terminological units in language. The holistic system of knowledge, or worldview, is specific to an individual’s consciousness and facilitates his/her orientation in a scientific or professional sphere; it comprises cognitive structures and terminology. Construction of conceptual structures (i.e. frames) of a terminology by means of cognitive research of their linguistic units (i.e. terms) gave us a holistic picture of a certain sphere of knowledge. Further, this type of construction enabled us to learn about complex theories of an area of knowledge that is related to TPL. Through an ongoing dialog, we developed a CL perspective of the TPL theory and its terminology that comprised a thesaurus, categories and frames construction.

### TPL Thesaurus
To investigate the TPL theoretical framework [18] based on the CL methods, we first constructed an English language thesaurus of TPL terms and definitions. Where we used a word specific to the TPL framework, we defined it in the thesaurus using the ISO 704 standards [11]. TPL theory and its relational criteria were recorded and stored by means of terms based on an awareness and consciousness of terminology construction that involved its cognitive-communicative functioning. The TPL system was characterized with following terminological processes: identification of the terms assigned to each TPL concept and adding new terms when necessary; analysis of each TPL concept, concept structure and associated connections; and finally, compilation and management of the resultant terminology.

### TPL Categories
The TPL concepts and their corresponding terms were clustered into mental constructs named categories based on their properties and functions. According to Kövecses, “...the conceptual categories... are the backbone of language and thought...” [13, p. 17]. Therefore, categories are always constructed with regard to a specific sphere of knowledge, where categories reflect the essential properties and connections within reality, as represented by human thought processes.

### TPL Frames Construction
The associative network of concepts and terms belonging to different TPL categories was used to construct a series of frames and sub-frames. They are a form of visualization of the TPL theory comprising a set of dialogically negotiated mental/conceptual constructs.

## 2 Frame Construction of the TPL Knowledge Base

Some research in the field of terminology science [8],[15],[17],[21] uses frame analysis to discover the mechanisms of human knowledge representation and to study language as a mental construction. Terminology research, in the context of CL, presupposes the construction of a knowledge sphere conceptual system. The latter comprises connections between knowledge structures and their language representations. Hence, the frame analysis allows us to assume that language is a mental formation that is generated by human thought: a system of human knowledge representation. Therefore, the cognitive-communicative approach helps us to conceptualize the connections between firstly, phenomena that exist in the symbolic representation of lan-
guage and secondly phenomena that are hidden from our observation, deep within the human consciousness. Cognitive linguists use this approach to better understand processes and mechanisms of human cognition.

The aim of our research was to construct a frame[16] representation of the TPL terminology system and to understand existing types of relationships between different concepts. The term frame was first used by Minsky in 1975 as a paradigm to understand visual reasoning and natural language processing. According to Fillmore [9], a frame is an abstraction (an “idealization”) of an individually construable form of mental representation encompassing one’s experience, knowledge, perception, etc. Barsalou [4] defined frames as complex conceptual structures that are used to, “…represent all types of categories, including categories for animates, objects, locations, physical events, mental events and so forth…” (p. 29). Incorporation of knowledge about a fragment of real life into a frame involves encoding of information about it (e.g., participants, their behavior, etc.). In other words, a frame is a unified knowledge structure or specific schematization of experience that provides a conceptual basis for a significant lexical corpus. “Frames are continually updated and modified due to ongoing human experience, and are used in reasoning in order to generate new inferences” [6, p. 223].

Research of knowledge organization of any sphere of human activity by means of the frame analysis is an effective way of terminology systems’ study where a frame is a structural unit that helps us to visualize integration of concepts into a real communicative situation. The frame of a knowledge sphere can perform three functions: (i) reflect the structure of a knowledge sphere, (ii) result in knowledge sphere cognition, and (iii) record knowledge in human mind (mental representation).

According to Minsky [16], the structural organization of frames is a network of nodes and their relations where nodes contain specific instances of data. A conceptual system (frame) captures an overarching, holistic representation of a knowledge sphere. Different frames and sub-frames of a system share the same terminals where activation of higher or lower levels of slots/nodes is initiated, i.e. one and the same node of a lower level may be included in different frames. As pointed out in some studies[20], sub-frames may contain information of different complexity, from a simple marker of special background knowledge to encyclopedic data. Every sub-frame reflects conceptualized knowledge about a certain entity in the world but is not a simple enumeration of entity’s markers. Some slots are filled with general information and other slots with specific information. Activating an existing frame by means of data at the lower level, we can reconstruct the structure of a situation as a whole.

Terminology categorization is reflected in the TPL categories, and it allowed us to understand yet another representation of the way concepts are organized within these categories. The main relations among TPL concepts were identified by means of cognitive-onomasiological modeling. The propositional analysis of this modeling is an information compression process that allows us to demonstrate that reality is structured in a certain way by language.
2.1 Visual Conceptualization of the TPL Theory

TPL frame construction described here was based on the visual representation of the TPL theory components, which encompass relational criteria, contexts, learning domains, etc. [1],[2] and[3]. The visual conceptualization of the TPL theory is an initial generalized version of terminology representation and relationships among the main terms used to represent the TPL conceptual network via frames. In Fig.1 the following TPL relational criteria are presented: active listening, holistic mindfulness, dialectic thinking, critical co-reflection, intercultural sensitivity and conscientization.

Fig.1. Concept map of the TPL theory

The visual conceptualization of the TPL theory is an initial generalized version of terminology representation and relationships among the main terms used to represent the TPL conceptual network via frames. In Figure 1 the following TPL relational criteria are presented: active listening, holistic mindfulness, dialectic thinking, critical co-reflection, intercultural sensitivity and conscientization [2].

2.2 TPL Frame

For each frame we compiled a list of terms for representation of frames or sub-frames and organized them according to their categories. To visualize the process of cognitive modeling, we include, below, the results of terminology categorization and propositional analysis for the general TPL frame (see Table 1):
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Proposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Third Place Learning TPL Relational Criterion</td>
<td>Abstract Concept</td>
<td>[CONCEPT - BE ABOUT – WHOLE/PART]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorienting Dilemma</td>
<td>Abstract Concept</td>
<td>[CONCEPT – BE OF – TYPE/KIND]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misconception Miscommunication Preconception</td>
<td>Abstract Concept</td>
<td>[CONCEPT – BE – WRONG]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceberg effect</td>
<td>Abstract Concept</td>
<td>[CONCEPT1 – CHANGE – CONCEPT2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Identity</td>
<td>Abstract Concept</td>
<td>[CONCEPT – BE ABOUT – SELF]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective Sharing/ Taking/Shift</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>[PROCESS – DEAL WITH – STATE/ABSTRACT CONCEPT]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercultural Sensitivity</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>[STATE (relation) – BE OF – TYPE/KIND]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscientization</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>[STATE1 – (NOT) BE AWARE OF – STATE2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holistic Mindfulness</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>[PROCESS/STATE – BE OF – TYPE/KIND]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialectic Thinking</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>[PROCESS/CONCEPT – BE OF –TYPE/KIND]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC Context</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>[TIME/SPACE/RELATION – BE OF – TYPE/KIND]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Perspectives</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>[STATE/CONCEPT – BE OF –TYPE/KIND]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point of View</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>[STATE/CONCEPT – BE OF – TYPE/KIND]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>STATE/CONCEPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liminal Phase</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>[TIME/SPACE – BE PART OF – WHOLE]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourse (of learning)</td>
<td>Space</td>
<td>[SPACE – BE LIMITED BY – BOUNDARY]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Domains: Cognitive; Psychomotor; Interpersonal and Affective</td>
<td>Space</td>
<td>[SPACE – BE OF – TYPE/KIND]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The TPL frame (see Figure 2) is a mental representation of interconnected concepts, which also includes six subframes/slots of each TPL relational criterion. ThirdPlaceLearning (ABSTRACT CONCEPT₁) occurs in a particular environment (SPACE₁) which comprises the discourse of learning within the four learning domains (cognitive, psychomotor, interpersonal, affective) (SPACE₃). Discourse of learning is grounded in critical social and cognitive theories and includes certain aspects of TPL, such as environment (formal, informal, class, home, etc.), power relations (employer, employee), culture (Khazakstani, Lithuanian), communication (introverted, extroverted). At the same time, the six TPL criteria occur within four learning domains. For example, critical co-reflection involves the cognitive learning domain, whereas bodymindfulness involves the affective and cognitive domains.

TPL is ICC context-dependent, where ICC context encompasses spatial, temporal, relational, and historical subcontexts (TIME/SPACE₂/RELATION). A disorienting dilemma, misconception, miscommunication, preconception (ABSTRACT CONCEPT₁, ₂, ₃) together with an iceberg effect (ABSTRACT CONCEPT₁) might initiate the transformational process of ThirdPlaceLearning [18]. The iceberg effect based on the iceberg’s deep, (subconscious) levels—meaning structure—is a cultural
lens through which we can see other cultures. Our worldview of other cultures is subjectively formed due to the influence of our individual meaning structures.

TPL relational criteria (ABSTRACT CONCEPT) is a combination of:

- particular cognitive and communicative PROCESSES, (dialectic thinking, active listening; critical co-reflection);
- awareness and somatic-emotional STATES, (intercultural sensitivity, conscientization); and
- as well as a conceptual hybrid STATE & PROCESS with somatic-emotional process and awarenessstate (holistic mindfulness).

When TPL relational criteria are in play, a disorientation may trigger a transformation of the initial self-identity of an individual (ABSTRACT CONCEPT) including an individual’s perspective, point of view, or multiple perspectives (STATE & ABSTRACT CONCEPT) to a new self-identity (ABSTRACT CONCEPT) with a new augmented perspective, point of view, or multiple perspectives (STATE & ABSTRACT CONCEPT). This transformation happens by means of the communicative and cognitive PROCESSES (perspective taking, perspective sharing, perspective shift), during or within a liminal phase (TIME & SPACE).

As an example of a sub-frame analysis, we would like to focus on conscientization, or critical consciousness, a critical social theory concept developed by Freire[10]. We define conscientization as, first, an awareness of privilege, oppression, deprivation and power difference between individuals and, second, taking action to minimize the power difference so as to improve communication. Further, Freire explains critical consciousness as a sociopolitical educative tool that engages learners in questioning the nature and consequences of their historical and social situation. A simple example is the acceptability of students asking questions or sharing opinions in a school classroom. In some classrooms this is encouraged and in others it is seen as an affront to the teacher. In the latter case, a conscientized student is aware of the freedoms of the former case, and realizes the lack of freedom imposed by the teacher. The conscientized student may want to change this situation.

2.2.1. Conscientization Frame

The frame of conscientization, a sub-frame of the TPL frame, constructed by CL methods, is a visual representation of the interconnected TPL concepts. A list of defined terms and their underlying concepts was developed to create this frame—a representation of connections and associations within the conscientization criterion. The concepts were then clustered within mental constructs, named categories, and used to clarify the structure of the conscientization criterion within the TPL theory. The conscientization sub-frame represents an associative network of concepts and terms belonging to different categories. It is a form of visualization of the conscientization criterion comprising a set of dialogically negotiated mental/conceptual constructs.

The sub-frame Conscientization is represented by the list of terms (see Table 2), which includes their categories and propositions.
To illustrate our results (Fig. 3), we described the associative connections among the terms and CONCEPTS standing behind them. *Conscientization* (STATE₁) is an awareness of *oppression* (STATE₄) and AGENT B taking action to move towards a position that minimizes the effect of *power difference* (STATE₂) on communication with AGENT A who has *privilege* (PROPERTY). Within the context of a *power relationship* (STATE₂), an oppressed AGENT B needs to develop the ABILITY₁ (*having a voice*) and ABILITY₂ (*courage*) to lower/overcome power difference.
Having a voice is the ability to participate in a dialog and freely express ideas, opinions and perspectives while being respected and appreciated. Courage is the capability to ask about the other person's perspective or express your opinion, irrespective of the prevailing power relations and social conformity.

3 Conclusions

In conclusion, the concepts and methods of CL are applicable to many disciplines, such as terminology, applied linguistics, descriptive linguistics, lexicography, cultural linguistics, cultural studies, language acquisition, discourse studies and ideology, sociolinguistics, visual communication, stylistics, poetics, pedagogical linguistics, computational linguistics, signed language, philosophy, pedagogy, psychology and within interdisciplinary frameworks [12].

In our research, we presented a multidisciplinary study based on the intersection of terminology, education, intercultural communication, cultural studies, psychology and linguistics, where the methods of CL were widely applied. We described and presented the main TPL categories that may be used to assist learners to connect appropriately the abstract concepts of the TPL theory with certain linguistic categories and acquire the terminology belonging to this theory.

Also, we used the methods of cognitive-onomasiological modeling to construct the propositional models for all the terms representing the TPL theory. It gave us an opportunity to distill the main mental concepts that underpin the TPL lexicon and bring them together in an associative network in the form of conceptual models or frames described in the previous passages. In other words, the application of these CL methods allowed us to visualize the associative relation of terms as well as mental concepts standing behind them in the form of frames. The frames will assist our students to understand more deeply and precisely the conception of the TPL theory and help them allocate this network of concepts in certain categories.

Thus, these CL methods provided an effective explanation and visualization of TPL, which is a complex and abstract scientific concept that is described by a relevant terminology system. Moreover, by means of these methods, the TPL concepts at the mental level and the terms representing them at the language level were constructed into an associative network, which is an indicator of a well-developed and mature terminology where all the terms and concepts are interconnected.
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